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Song of Dragons, an epic fantasy trilogy, tells a story of blood, steel, and dragonfire. This bundle

contains all three novels:BOOK 1: BLOOD OF REQUIEM â€“ Requiem, a kingdom of men who

could become dragons, lies in ruin. Its destroyer, the tyrant Dies Irae, leads his griffins on a hunt for

survivors. Will Requiem's last children perish in the wilderness... or once more become dragons and

fly to war?BOOK 2: TEARS OF REQUIEM â€“ Dies Irae masters new servants: the nightshades,

demons of shadow who fear no sword or arrow. They suck the souls from all who live, like a glutton

sucking marrow from bones. Can Requiem's last children, a mere scattering of survivors, defeat

them?BOOK 3: LIGHT OF REQUIEM â€“ The world lies in ruin. Forests smolder. The crows feast.

From the ashes, Dies Irae raises new soldiers: monsters sewn together from dead body parts. As

the undead army marches, Requiem's survivors muster what forces they can... and prepare for their

final confrontation.
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Book 1This book had me hooked right from the prologue. The Vir Requis immediately get you to

vouch for their side to win. Dies Irea is the perfect villain; you don't feel any desire for him to win. I

get upset that Benedictus just won't kill him but when they talk about Dies' past, you do wonder



"would he have behaved/thought differently if he'd been treated with more respect as a child?"The

action is non-stop, nor do you want it to stop. The battles are always intense and keep you

spell-bound. This is a VERY difficult book to put down. I can't wait to read the other books in the

series and I just want the Vir Requis to to win. I hope there are more Vir Requis still alive and in

hiding because they are such a noble race; they can't be allowed to die.Book 2I'm so sad it's over :(

I want to know what continues to happen in the story but I also want the books to last forever. I want

to get lost in the world of Requiem and Osanna. It's that good.But, since all good things don't last

forever, I have finished Tears of Requiem and I loved it. The action was non-stop. The characters

continued to be enthralling. The new adventures continued to be surprising with new twists and

turns at every corner.The book is well written and makes sense. I love reading from all the

characters perspectives rather then only hearing the story from one of them's perspective.Well,

that's all I'm gonna write for now because I gotta get back to reading Light of Requiem! The

adventure continues!!Book 3O my gosh that was amazing!! I'm glad to finally know the full story, but

I'm so sad!! I don't want to leave the stories of Kyrie and Gloriae and Agnus Dei and Memoria and

Terra and all the new additions.

Overall I really enjoyed reading through these three books. The story was entertaining and I grew to

love the characters. Any fan of fantasy or Dragons would most likely enjoy this series, though there

were a great deal of flaws that I found hurt my overall opinion of the books.*Possible Spoilers!*Here

are a few of the flaws that held the series back in my opinion:-The author tends to over-exaggerate

details in the story. The Dragons and Griffins are described as 50 feet long, though they are inside

smaller buildings or stables. In the second book the enemies are called Nightshades, which are

described as 30 feet long. They constantly fly through hallways and rooms as if they were only a few

feet in size. These enormous sizes simply do not match what they are doing in the

environment.-The author also over-exaggerates the number of enemies in almost every major

battle. In book one the villain, Dies Irae, flies with ten thousand Griffins. They land and fight in a

valley. The number is too over-exaggerated, ten thousand 50 foot creatures would have no room

there. In book two Dies Irae somehow has an almost infinite amount of soldiers, despite the fact the

Nightshades leveled his military capitol. In the third book he musters an even larger army made up

of various creatures and at that point I just started ignoring the numbers mentioned.-The author

seems obsessed with Rape. The series contains a TON of rape. There seemed to be more

mentions of rape, or the intent thereof, than of people dying. Pretty much any time a new woman is

introduced to the story, she gets raped. This probably sounds terrible but I was fine with a little. It



helped establish how evil Dies Irae was, but a little could have gone a long way.

Blood of Requiem - Book One4 StarsThis was an interesting book about shape shifting dragons.

Their kind have been almost wiped out from the world. I really enjoyed the story line. There was a

lot of repeating but with the changing of point of view between characters it was almost needed.

Dies Irie is the brother to Benedictus, the King of Requiem, he was born without the magic to

change into a dragon and therefor became bitter and started a war against all "weredragons", killing

them all. He also kidnapped one of the King's twin daughters, raising her as his own and turn her

into a hard woman who kills innocent weredragons and hunt her own parents (without her

knowledge that they are her parents and that she too is a weredragon) One other young man who

has the magic is alive and he finds the King and fights against Dies Irie in hope of reclaiming

Requiem.Tears of Requiem - Book Two4 Stars - but that was luckyI had high hopes that the second

book would be just as good and while the dragon were awesome, the nightshades in this book that

Dies Irie sent out after the weredragons seemed to through me off a little. Still the same plot.

Reclaiming Reqiuem and they want to kill Dies Irie. In the end they find a way to overcome the

nightshades (I will not tell you how) but leave Dies Irie alive.Light of Requiem - Book Three3 1/2

Stars - that is because I like the dragonsBy the third book I am frustrated. I have read how they shift

a hundred times into dragons. The scales, the wings, the fire in their mouth.... It almost seems like

every character change it is repeated. By now, I know all that and just want the story. Of course you

can guess that the third book is the same... reclaim Requiem and kill Dies Irie.
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